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AEDFL: Efficient Asynchronous Decentralized Federated Learning with
Heterogeneous Devices

Ji Liu†∗‡ Tianshi Che†§ Yang Zhou∗§ Ruoming Jin¶ Huaiyu Dai|| Dejing Dou**

Patrick Valduriez††

Abstract
Federated Learning (FL) has achieved significant achievements re-
cently, enabling collaborative model training on distributed data
over edge devices. Iterative gradient or model exchanges between
devices and the centralized server in the standard FL paradigm suf-
fer from severe efficiency bottlenecks on the server. While enabling
collaborative training without a central server, existing decentral-
ized FL approaches either focus on the synchronous mechanism
that deteriorates FL convergence or ignore device staleness with
an asynchronous mechanism, resulting in inferior FL accuracy. In
this paper, we propose an Asynchronous Efficient Decentralized FL
framework, i.e., AEDFL, in heterogeneous environments with three
unique contributions. First, we propose an asynchronous FL sys-
tem model with an efficient model aggregation method for improv-
ing the FL convergence. Second, we propose a dynamic staleness-
aware model update approach to achieve superior accuracy. Third,
we propose an adaptive sparse training method to reduce commu-
nication and computation costs without significant accuracy degra-
dation. Extensive experimentation on four public datasets and four
models demonstrates the strength of AEDFL in terms of accuracy
(up to 16.3% higher), efficiency (up to 92.9% faster), and computa-
tion costs (up to 42.3% lower).

Keywords – Federated Learning, Decentralized Machine
Learning, Asynchronous Learning, Staleness-Aware Model Up-
date, Sparse Training

1 Introduction
In recent years, a huge amount of data is generated on nu-
merous edge devices, which contain sensitive information
of end users, e.g., location information, private images, fi-
nancial accounts, etc. While the implementation of diverse
laws or regulations, e.g., General Data Protection Regula-
tion, hinders the data aggregation, Federated Learning (FL)
[20] emerges as an efficient approach to deal with distributed
data. A typical distributed FL architecture consists of mul-
tiple devices and a centralized parameter server [37], which
transfers gradients or models between devices and servers
without moving raw data [41]. FL is deployed in multiple
applications [15, 56] and various domains [18, 30].
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The distributed FL training is typically composed of
local training on each device and model aggregation on the
server. The server can select available devices and broadcasts
a global model to the selected devices. Then, the model is
updated based on the local data within each selected device,
which is coined local training. After receiving the updated
models from the selected devices, the server aggregates them
with the global model and generates a new global model,
which is denoted as model aggregation. The training process
can be either synchronous [41] or asynchronous [47]. With
the synchronous FL mechanism, the model aggregation is
carried out after receiving all updated models, while, the
asynchronous FL enables model aggregation when parts of
the models are received.

While edge devices are generally heterogeneous with
diverse computation or communication capacities, the syn-
chronous distributed FL corresponds to inferior efficiency
due to stragglers, i.e., modest devices [5, 43]. The asyn-
chronous mechanism in FL may lead to inferior accuracy or
even fail to converge with non-Independent and Identically
Distributed (non-IID) data [47]. In addition, the centralized
FL incurs severe communication or computation workload
on the server, which becomes a bottleneck and results in low
efficiency and a single point of failure [50].

Decentralized FL [44] is proposed to alleviate the com-
munication bottleneck on the central server. Decentralized
FL organizes the devices with a connected topology and en-
ables each device to communicate with its neighbors in a
peer-to-peer manner. Each device aggregates its local model
with the models or gradients transferred from its one-hop
neighbors without relying on a central server. Decentral-
ized FL generally inherits from decentralized learning [58],
which can be either synchronous [31, 59] or asynchronous
[32, 53]. The synchronous mechanism relies on a global
clock to synchronize the training process on each device,
which corresponds to low efficiency with heterogeneous de-
vices. The asynchronous mechanism enables model aggre-
gation without synchronization, which can well utilize het-
erogeneous devices while incurring a staleness problem and
degrading the accuracy. Existing decentralized approaches
generally exploit static weights within the model aggrega-
tion process with inferior accuracy.



As the computation and communication capacities of
edge devices are limited, model compression methods, e.g.,
pruning [62] or sparse training [4] methods, can be exploited
to shrink the models so as to reduce the computation and
communication costs. Personalized sparse training in decen-
tralized FL [12] is proposed to reduce communication and
computation costs with heterogeneous devices. However, the
pruning process either degrades the accuracy due to lossy
strategies or requires a centralized server. In addition, the
decentralized personalized sparse training approach only fo-
cuses on the current weights and the local data without con-
sidering the interaction with neighbors, which corresponds
to inferior accuracy.

In this paper, we propose a novel Asynchronous
Efficient Decentralized Federated Learning framework, i.e.,
AEDFL, for heterogeneous environments. To deal with het-
erogeneous devices, we enable asynchronous training on
each device with a new dynamic model aggregation method.
The dynamic model aggregation method consists of a rein-
forcement learning-based model selection method and a dy-
namic weight update strategy. In addition, we propose an
original adaptive sparse training method to further reduce
computation and communication costs so as to improve effi-
ciency with a lossless method based on the consideration of
the impacts on both the current loss and the whole training
process. The main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose an original asynchronous decentralized FL
system model with a novel dynamic model aggregation
method for collaborative model training with heteroge-
neous devices. Our proposed dynamic model aggrega-
tion method consists of a reinforcement learning-based
model selection approach to choose proper models and
a dynamic weight update strategy to adjust the weights
of each model, which can improve the accuracy.

• We propose a new adaptive sparse training method to
reduce the computation and communication costs so
as to improve efficiency. The adaptive sparse training
method shrinks the model based on the weights of
neurons in the model, the gradients, and the values
in the Hessian matrix while minimizing the impact on
the current loss function to improve the accuracy and
considering the impact of the pruning operation in the
following training process.

• We conduct extensive experiments to compare AEDFL
with representative approaches based on four typical
models over four real-world datasets. Experimental
results demonstrate the superb advantages of AEDFL
in terms of accuracy, efficiency, and computation costs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we present the related work. In Section 3, we present
the system model of AEDFL. In Section 4, we propose

our dynamic model aggregation method. In Section 5,
we propose our sparse training method. In Section 6, we
demonstrate the experimental results. Section 7 concludes.

2 Related Work
FL [41] is proposed to train a global model with distributed
non-IID data on heterogeneous devices [5]. Numerous
model aggregation algorithms [41, 29, 51, 21, 62, 34, 36,
7, 8, 38, 6, 19, 26, 66] are proposed for synchronous FL. The
synchronous FL mechanism is inefficient due to stragglers
devices [5]. While asynchronous FL [55, 17, 35] can deal
with the device heterogeneity, the staleness may degrade the
efficiency or the accuracy [47]. Although staleness-based
weight discount [54], feature representation adjustment [10],
and learning rate adjustment [64] can adjust the training
process, they do not consider the direct impact on the loss
function or the difference among diverse devices, which
results in inferior accuracy.

Decentralized FL [40, 44, 14] enables devices to com-
municate with their one-hop neighbors in a peer-to-peer
manner without a central server. Many decentralized FL
[58] approaches directly exploit the decentralized learning
techniques [31, 61]. Synchronous [31] decentralized learn-
ing synchronizes the training process on each device, which
favors homogeneous environments. Asynchronous decen-
tralized learning [32, 53] can deal with heterogeneous re-
sources while incurring staleness problems. Existing de-
centralized FL approaches [58] are generally synchronous
while exploiting static weights within the model aggregation
process with inefficiency or accuracy degradation. Asyn-
chronous decentralized FL [39, 27] can deal with heteroge-
neous devices, while each device needs to send its models to
all other devices. This mechanism generates heavy commu-
nication overhead when the number of devices is significant.
To reduce the communication overhead, exponential topol-
ogy [1], where each device is connected to the magnitude of
log(n) with n representing the number of devices, can be ex-
ploited thanks to its excellent performance [59]. Although
grid and ring topologies can be exploited as well, they corre-
spond to low generalization capacity [68].

Pruning techniques [16] can be exploited for sparse
training in the FL [2, 4], aiming to reduce computation
and communication costs for devices with limited compu-
tation and communication capacities. However, existing
sparse training approaches [12, 16], which only focus on the
weights or ranks of neurons in the model, often lead to re-
duced accuracy. In addition, the pruning process is usually
implemented on models that are not fully trained[2], yet ex-
isting approaches, e.g., HAP [60], assume pruning a well-
trained model. Furthermore, the pruning process can lead to
personalized models [49, 16, 12]. However, current methods
often overlook the potential impact of the pruned sections
on subsequent training, leading to reduced accuracy. Fi-
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Figure 1: The system model of AEDFL. We consider 8
devices in this figure. Each device has 3 neighbor devices
(represents by dashed lines). When a device updates its local
model, it sends the model to a randomly sampled neighbor
(represented by the solid lines). Each device is coordinated
by a coordinator (represented by the dash-dotted lines).

nally, contemporary sparse training methods, e.g., HAP and
DisPFL [12], neglect the impact of the pruning process on
the gradients, resulting in significant accuracy degradation
during FL’s training process.

3 System Model
In this section, we propose the system of AEDFL. First, we
detail the system architecture of AEDFL, including the asyn-
chronous communication based on the exponential topology.
Then, we present the local update within each device.

As shown in Figure 1, we consider a decentralized FL
environment with multiple devices and a coordinator. Please
note that although there is a centralized coordinator in the
system, it is quite different from a central server. Similar
to that in Cassandra [23], the coordinator only manages the
index and the heartbeats of each device without participating
in the training process or the model aggregation process of
FL. Each device is connected to the system and gets an index
from the coordinator for the following training process. Each
device i has a local dataset Di = {xi, yi}si with xi and
yi representing a sample and si representing the number
of samples on Device i. We denote the number of all the
samples by s. Then, the objective of the training process of
FL is formulated as follows:

(3.1) min
m

[
F(m) ≜

1

s

n∑
i=1

siFi(mi)

]
,

where m is the parameters of the whole global model (with-
out pruning), Fi(mi) ≜ 1

si

∑
{xi,yi}∈Di

f(mi, xi, yi) is the
loss function on Device k with f(mi, xi, yi) capturing the
error of the local model mi on the sample {xk, yk}.

During the training process, we exploit an exponential
topology [1, 31], where each device has O(log(n)) neigh-
bors with n representing the number of devices in the sys-
tem. Please note that the topology is independent of commu-
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Figure 2: The local update of AEDFL. In each device, the
models of all its neighbors are cached. When a neighbor
sends its updated model, the corresponding cached model is
atomically updated. The model pruning (marked in gray)
is carried out in specific local updates. The full model
structure is kept during the training process. “M” represents
the number of neighbor models.

nication network among devices. The topology represents
the information transfer among multiple devices. We assume
that the devices can communicate with each other. While the
exponential topology is exploited in our framework, other
topologies can be utilized as well. We define wi,j as the
weight to transfer information from Node j to Node i, as
follows:

wi,j

{
> 0 i = j + 2k, k ∈ Z, or i = j;
= 0 otherwise.

(3.2)

In addition, we further define the topology matrix W =
[wi,j ]

n−1
i,j=0 ∈ Rn×n as the matrix to represent the topol-

ogy. The training process of AEDFL consists of three stages.
First, each device gets its index from the coordinator. Then,
each device performs its local update. Afterward, each de-
vice sends its updated model to a randomly selected neigh-
bor. The second and third steps are repeated until satisfy-
ing predefined conditions, e.g., a predefined number of iter-
ations on each device is achieved or the consensus distance
is smaller than a predefined value. The consensus distance is
defined as the average discrepancy of local models between
any two nodes. Although each device has O(log(n)) neigh-
bors, we take advantage of random selection for the model
diffusion so as to further reduce communication overhead.
Please note that the local update and the model diffusion can
be executed in parallel in order to improve efficiency. Fur-
thermore, the local update and the model diffusion are asyn-
chronous and thus independent. The asynchronous training
can well alleviate the inefficiency brought by the heterogene-
ity of devices.

As shown in Figure 2, the local update of AEDFL on
each device consists of three steps. First, the local model
is updated based on the local dataset exploiting Stochastic



Gradient Descent (SGD) [69]. Afterward, the local model
is aggregated with the cached models from its neighbors
in the model aggregation process (see details in Section
4). To reduce the model size, in certain local updates, we
perform model pruning (see details in Section 5). Finally,
an updated model is generated, which is sent to one of its
neighbors. At the same time, we create another copy of the
updated model, which continues to be updated from the first
step. Within each device (i), there are O(log(n)) cached
models. Each model corresponds to the local model of a
device (j) such that Device i is a neighbor of Device j,
i.e., ωi,j > 0. When Device j sends its model (mtj

j ) to
Device i, the corresponding cache j on Device i is updated.
This process is atomic to ensure that the whole model is
available for model aggregation. As a model may take much
memory space, e.g., LLaMA [48], the cached model can be
either placed on the memory of the GPU (GPU RAM) or
the memory of the device (CPU RAM). When the model is
placed on the memory of the device, it may take extra time
to move the model to the GPU within the model aggregation
process. Thus, we first choose the GPU memory by default.
When the GPU memory is not enough or there are numerous
devices in the system, we take extra memory space of the
device for the cached models. The consensus distance can be
calculated based on the cached models and the local model.
4 Dynamic Model Aggregation
In this section, we propose our dynamic model aggregation
method. First, we propose a novel reinforcement learning-
based model selection method. Then, we present a dynamic
weight adjustment strategy. Last but not least, we present a
model aggregation method to merge diverse models.

In order to achieve the objective defined in Formula 3.1,
we dynamically aggregate the local model and the cached
neighbor models. We formulate the problem of the local
update process as a bi-level optimization problem [3] as
defined in Formula 4.3:

min
mi,ωi

Fi(mi, ωi) ≜
1

si

∑
(xi,yi)∈Di

f(agg(mi, ωi), xi, yi)

 ,

s.t.
∑

ωi = 1,

(4.3)

where agg(mi, ωi) represents the model aggregation pro-
cess, ωi = {ωi,i, ωi,i+1, ωi,i+2, ..., ωi,i+2m} represents a set
of weights for the local model and neighbor models within
the model aggregation process and the sum equals to 1.
4.1 Model Selection In this section, we propose a rein-
forcement learning-based method to select proper neighbor
models for model aggregation. While the training process is
asynchronous, the cached models within each device are of
diverse versions. For instance, Device i is among the neigh-
bor devices of Devices j and j′. Then, the cached models

for Devices j and j′ are m
tj
j and m

tj′

j′ with tj and tj′ repre-
senting the number local updates executed on Device i when
receiving m

tj
j and m

tj′

j′ , respectively. We denote the number
of local updates on Device i by ti. Then, when tj << ti, the
cached model mtj

j may not be beneficial within the model
aggregation because of stale knowledge. When tj′ ≥ ti, it
is of much possibility to improve the local model of Device
i with m

tj′

j′ . In addition, some models may be already ag-
gregated in a previous local update, which can be ignored in
the following model aggregation. Thus, we construct a rein-
forcement learning-based model to intelligently select proper
neighbor models for the model aggregation process.

The reinforcement learning-based model consists of two
modules. The first module is a priority neural network
composed of a Long Short-Term Memory network and two
fully connected layers. The output of the priority neural
network is the priority possibility to choose each neighbor
model. The second module is a priority converter, which
selects the neighbor models based on the priority possibility.

Within the training process on a device, we define the
reward as the loss value calculated based on the local loss
function, i.e., Fi(w

ti
i , ζ

ti
i ) with ζtii representing the sampled

data in SGD. Inspired by [52, 70], we update the priority
neural network based on Formula 4.4 as follows:
(4.4)

θti+1 = θti−η′
log(n)∑
m=0

∇θti
logP (cm|c(m−1):1; θt)(Rt− li),

where θti represents the parameters in the priority neural
network on Device i at t-th local training, η′ refers to
the learning rate, log(n) is the number of cashed neighbor
models, cm corresponds to whether Model m is selected,
current local loss (Rt) on device i is the reward, i.e., Rt =
Fi(w

ti
i , ζ

ti
i ), and li is a constant value for the bias, i.e.,

the average loss of the last certain times of local training
on Device i. The input of the model includes whether the
model is aggregated, the staleness of the model, and the
loss value of the model. The model can be pre-trained with
some heuristics, e.g., the model that is already aggregated
should not be selected for the following model aggregation
(which is synthetic model selection data), which correspond
to the profiling results from real training process. Then,
the model can be updated during the training process of
AEDFL. To the best of our knowledge, we are among the
first to propose a reinforcement learning-based approach to
select the model of neighbors for model aggregation so as to
improve accuracy.
4.2 Dynamic Weight Update In this section, we propose
our dynamic weight update method. In order to address
the bi-level optimization problem defined in Formula 4.3,
we propose a dynamic weight update method for the model
aggregation process. We exploit the SGD method to update
the local model mi as defined in Formula 4.5 for the model



aggregation on Device i.

(4.5) m
ti+

1
2

i ← mti
i − ηti∇

m
ti
i
Fi(m

ti
i , ω

ti
i ),

where ∇
m

ti
i
Fi(m

ti
i , ω

ti
i ) represents the gradients in SGD,

and ηti refers to the learning rate. Then, we dynamically
update the weights of neighbor models ωi. We use Formula
4.6 to calculate the importance of neighbor model j:

(4.6) ω
′ti
i,j =

sj ∗ λti
i,j√

△ttii,j ∗ loss
ti
j

,

where ω
′ti
i,j is the importance of the cached model from

Device j on Device i, λti
i,j is a control parameter to be dy-

namically updated, △ttii,j represents the difference between
the current number of local update ti and the number of lo-
cal updates when the model is updated from Device j, losstij
refers to the loss of the model on Device j. △ttii,j can well
represent the staleness of the neighbor model of Device j on
Device i. While a doubly-stochastic weight matrix can help
obtain a consensual solution [61, 45] we calculate the weight
of neighbor model j with Formula 4.7.

(4.7) ωti
i,j =

ω
′ti
i,j∑

j=i or j∈M ω
′ti
i,j

,

where ωti
i,j is the weight of the cached model from Device j

on Device i in ti-th local update, andM refers to the set of
neighbors of Device i. In order to minimize the loss value,
we update the control parameter λti

i,j exploiting formula 4.8.

λti
i,j = λti−1

i,j − ηλ∇λ
ti−1

i,j
Fi(m

ti
i ),(4.8)

where ηλ is the learning rate, and mti
i is calculated based on

Formula 4.9:
(4.9) mti

i =
∑

j=i or j∈M
ωti−1
i,j mti−1

j .

The partial derivatives of the loss function on the control
parameter are calculated based on Formula 4.10:

∇
λ
ti−1

i,j
Fi(m

ti
i )

(4.10)

=

∑
k=i or (k∈M and k ̸=j) ω

′ti−1
i,k

(
∑

k=i or k∈M ω
′ti−1
i,k )2

sjg
T
i m

ti−1
j√

△tti−1
i,j ∗ lossti−1

j

,

where gi represents the gradients of mti
i on Device i.

4.3 Heterogeneous Model Aggregation In this section,
we present our heterogeneous model aggregation method
with the updated weights. Because of the pruning process
(see details in Section 5), the cached neighbor models may
be heterogeneous in terms of structure. We exploit a full
model structure as shown in Figure 2 and masks for each
neighbor model and local model for the aggregation. A full

Algorithm 1 Dynamic Model Aggregation
Input:

i: The index of the device
m0

i : The initial model on Device i
T : The maximum number of local updates
M : The set of neighbor models

Output:
mti

i : The global model at Round ti
1: for ti in {1, 2, ..., T} do
2: m

ti− 1
2

i ← update mti−1
i based on Formula 4.5

3: for j ∈M do
4: Update λti

i,j according to Formula 4.8
5: Update ωti

i,j according to Formulas 4.6 and 4.7
6: end for
7: mti

i ← update m
ti− 1

2
i with M according to Formula

4.11
8: end for

model structure is an original model without pruning. The
mask is utilized to identify which neuron is kept and which
neuron is removed after pruning. Then, for each parameter
(µp) in the full model, we can calculate its aggregated value
based on Formula 4.11.
(4.11)

µp
i =

1∑
j=i or j∈M ωti−1

i,j opj

∑
j=i or j∈M

ωti−1
i,j µp

i,jo
p
j ,

where opj is the mask of the model from neighbor Device
j with 1 representing the corresponding parameter µp is
not pruned and 0 representing that µp is pruned. After
calculating the parameter values in the full model, the local
model can be generated by exploiting the local mask.

As shown in Algorithm 1, the dynamic model aggre-
gation algorithm consists of multiple local updates. Within
each local update, the local model is updated with the SGD
method (Line 2). Then, for each model in M, the control
parameter is updated (Line 4) and the corresponding weight
value is updated (Line 5). Afterward, the local model and
the neighbor models are aggregated based on Formula 4.11
(Line 7). The convergence analysis can be achieved based
on the existing theoretical works [61, 32], which is out of the
scope of this paper.
5 Sparse Training
We propose a novel adaptive sparse training method to re-
duce computation and communication costs while minimiz-
ing the impact on the loss function and considering the ex-
ploration of the sensitivity of neurons, i.e., the impact of the
pruned parameters in the next rounds of updates. We assume
that at specific rounds of local training, e.g., ti, we carry out
the pruning operation on the whole model, i.e., the model
with all the parameters. Within the pruning operation, we
denote the modification of the local model mi on Device i
by ∆mi. Then, we denote the impact on the current local
loss function by ∆FC

i , which can be calculated via Taylor
expansion as defined in Formula 5.12.



∆FC
i = Fi(mi +∆mi)− Fi(mi)

= gTi ∆mi +
1

2
∆mT

i H∆mi +O(||∆mi||3),(5.12)

where gi is the gradient, H represents the Hessian matrix
of the model, and O(||∆mi||3) corresponds to higher-order
items, which can be ignored [60]. We retrieve the Hes-
sian matrix efficiently utilizing the PyHessian library [57]
with small computation and storage costs. We associate the
pruned parameters (channels) to p and the remained param-
eters to r. Then, we have:

∆FC
i = gTi ∆mi +

1

2
∆mT

i H∆mi

=

(
gpi
gri

)T (
∆mp

i

∆mr
i

)
(5.13)

+
1

2

(
∆mp

i

∆mr
i

)T (
Hp,p,Hp,r

Hr,p,Hr,r

)(
∆mp

i

∆mr
i

)
.

Please note that the pruning operation is carried out
during the training process. Thus, we cannot ignore gi, i.e.,
gTi ̸= 0. We can have Formula 5.14 minimizing the current
impact ∆FC

i .

∆FC
i =

1

2
(mp

i )
THp,pmp

i − (gpi )
Tmp

i

− 1

2
(mp

i )
THp,r(Hr,r)−1Hr,pmp

i

− 1

2
(gri )

T (Hr,r)−1gri

+ (gri )
T (Hr,r)−1Hr,pmp

i .(5.14)

However, Formula 5.12 only considers the impact of the
current loss value. We further consider the exploration of
the pruned parameters by inserting the magnitude of the
gradients as Defined in Formula 5.15.

∆Fi = (1− λg)
|∆FC

i |
|Fi|

+ λg
||∆gi||2
||gi||2

,(5.15)

where | · | represents the absolute value and 0 ≤ λg ≤ 1

is a hyper-parameter. The added term λg
||∆gi||2
||gi||2 represents

the exploration of the training process, which should be
significant at the beginning of the training process and
small at the end. When the magnitude of gi is significant,
the model is not well trained and we should pay attention
to the exploration. We empirically set λg = ||gi||2

C||gi||max
2

,
with C being a hyper-parameter, gi representing the current
gradients and ||gi||max

2 is the maximum L2 norm of the
gradients in the previous training process. The setting of λg

can help reduce the impact of pruned parameters on gradients
at the beginning and that on loss at the end so as to improve
the accuracy of the model, as the gradients are important to
improve the model at the beginning. In practice, we fine-
tune the value of C in the experimentation. As presented

in Section 4.3, for a device, although the pruned model
is transferred and updated in the local update, the pruned
parameters are still updated when they remain in neighbor
models. Then, during each pruning process, we consider the
whole model as the original model to preserve the parameters
that potentially become important.

Furthermore, as pruning rates are critical to the pruning
process [63], we automatically generate a proper pruning
rate for the pruning operation. With the recent success of
lottery ticket for model pruning [2], we exploit a lossless
method to calculate the pruning rate. On Device i, we
denote the initial model by mo

i and the difference between
the current model and the initial model by ∆mi = mo

i −mi.
We sort the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix H(mi) in
ascending order, i.e., {hp

i |p ∈ (1, di)} with di referring
to the rank of the Hessian matrix and p representing the
index. Then, we calculate the Lipschitz constant, denoted
as Li, of a benchmark function F ′

i (∆mi) = H(mi) −
▽Fi(∆mi + mi). We take the first eigenvalue hp

i that
satisfies hp+1

i − hp
i > 4Li to calculate a proper pruning rate

by p∗i = p
dk

to achieve lossless pruning [65]. Afterward,
we calculate the pruning rate with Formula 5.16 with the
consideration of neighbors.

(5.16) pi =
∑
j∈M

ωti
i,jpj + ωti

i,ip
∗
i ,

where ωti
i,j refers to the weights calculated in Section 4.2.

6 Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate evaluation results for
AEDFL. First, we present the experimental setup. Then,
we show the comparison of AEDFL with 14 baseline ap-
proaches. Afterward, we explain the advantages of dynamic
model aggregation and the sparse training with the ablation
study.
6.1 Setup We consider a decentralized FL system with
100 devices with an exponential graph topology. We exploit
3 datasets, i.e., Emnist-letters (Emnist) [11], CIFAR-10 (CI-
FAR) [22], Tiny-ImageNet [24], and 3 models, i.e., LeNet-5
(LeNet) [25], Resnet-8 (ResNet) [13], VGG-9 (VGG) [46],
for image classification tasks. We further conduct experi-
ments on a Natural Language Processing (NLP) task, i.e.,
sentiment analysis with the IMDb dataset on TextCNN [67],
to demonstrate the generality of AEDFL. We utilize the
Dirichlet distribution [28] to partition the data.

We take 14 existing approaches as baselines, i.e., Fe-
dAvg [41], FedProx [29], FedNova [51], SAFA [54], Sage-
flow [43], AD-PSGD [32], FedSA [9], ASO-Fed [10], Fed-
Buff [42], Port [47], Hrank [33], FedAP [62], HAP [60],
DisPFL [12]. In addition, we denote the version with Rein-
forcement Learning-based model selection by AEDFL-RL,
the version with Dynamic Weight Update by AEDFL-DWU,
and the version with sparse training by AEDFL-P, the version
with dynamic model aggregation by AEDFL-RL-DWU, the



Table 1: The accuracy, training time, and computation costs with AEDFL and diverse baseline approaches. “Acc” represents
the convergence accuracy. “Time” refers to the training time (s) to achieve a target accuracy, i.e., 0.9 for LeNet with Emnist,
0.6 for ResNet with CIFAR, and 0.17 for VGG with Tiny-ImageNet, 0.17 for ResNet with Tiny-ImageNet, and 0.65 for
IMDb with TextCNN. “MFP” represents the computational costs (MFLOPs). “/” represents that training does not achieve
the target accuracy.

Method Emnist & LeNet CIFAR & ResNet TinyImageNet & VGG TinyImageNet & ResNet IMDb & TextCNN

Acc Time MFP Acc Time MFP Acc Time MFP Acc Time MFP Acc Time MFP

AEDFL 0.9326 384 0.172 0.7453 314 1.29 0.2025 884 61.8 0.2696 1085 368 0.7976 517 0.389
FedAvg 0.9159 817 0.283 0.6600 3133 1.74 0.1713 5360 73.6 0.2254 3776 452 0.7763 1329 0.652
FedProx 0.9174 696 0.283 0.6136 3935 1.74 0.1726 4357 73.6 0.1645 / 452 0.7625 1289 0.652
FedNova 0.9160 998 0.283 0.6493 3796 1.74 0.1700 4564 73.6 0.2312 3567 452 0.7737 1269 0.652
SAFA 0.9173 800 0.283 0.6751 2050 1.74 0.1701 1742 73.6 0.2305 10101 452 0.7488 1243 0.652
Sageflow 0.9168 767 0.283 0.6755 1614 1.74 0.1740 1742 73.6 0.2323 2863 452 0.7529 1160 0.652
FedSA 0.9158 397 0.283 0.6613 3090 1.74 0.1539 1658 73.6 0.2123 1931 452 0.7746 1105 0.652
ASO-Fed 0.9136 600 0.283 0.6652 1030 1.74 0.1529 1419 73.6 0.2229 1707 452 0.7814 1092 0.652
Port 0.9165 419 0.283 0.6596 1243 1.74 0.1477 1632 73.6 0.2155 2149 452 0.7620 1188 0.652
FedBuff 0.9177 497 0.283 0.6647 3379 1.74 0.1487 1465 73.6 0.2118 1879 452 0.7890 977 0.652
AD-PSGD 0.9129 940 0.283 0.6384 4346 1.74 0.1165 / 73.6 0.1938 1438 452 0.7724 552 0.652
DisPFL 0.9175 402 0.175 0.6473 767 1.48 0.1530 1067 62.5 0.1852 5350 384 0.7448 764 0.587
Hrank 0.9270 394 0.277 0.7121 545 1.46 0.1849 975 62.5 0.2391 2636 384 0.7675 683 0.587
FedAP 0.9280 417 0.278 0.7189 647 1.39 0.1806 936 63.5 0.2381 2991 383 0.7504 1454 0.463
HAP 0.8752 402 0.173 0.6319 572 1.49 0.1632 1010 62.6 0.1794 3947 384 0.7668 928 0.587

version with all three modules by AEDFL and the version
without any module by AEDFL-0.

6.2 Evaluation of AEDFL As shown in Table 1, AEDFL
corresponds to the highest accuracy and the fastest train-
ing speed among all the approaches. AEDFL significantly
outperforms other baseline approaches in the whole training
process with a small dataset (Emnist) and model (LeNet).
The advantage of AEDFL can be up to 5.8% in terms of con-
vergence accuracy, 61.5% in terms of the training time, and
39.1% in terms of computation costs.

When the dataset and the model become complicated,
e.g., CIFAR with ResNet or VGG and Tiny-ImageNet with
ResNet or VGG, AEDFL significantly outperforms other
baseline approaches in terms of the convergence accuracy.
At the beginning of the training, AEDFL performs the dy-
namic adjustment of the weights for neighbor models, which
can bring high accuracy in the middle or at the end of
the training process. As shown in Table 1, the advan-
tages of AEDFL can be up to 8.5% for FedAvg, 13.2%
for FedProx, 9.6% for FedNova, 10% for SAFA, 7% for
Sageflow, 8.4% for FedSA, 8% for ASO-Fed, 8.6% for
Port, 8.9% for FedBuff, 15.4% for AD-PSGD, 9.8% for
DisPFL, 7.7% for Hrank 7.3% for FedAP, and 11.3% for
HAP in terms of accuracy. Furthermore, AEDFL corre-
sponds to a short training time. The training time of AEDFL
to achieve a target accuracy can be up to 90% (compared
with FedAvg), 92% (compared with FedProx), 91.7% (com-
pared with FedNova), 84.7% (compared with SAFA), 82.2%
(compared with Sageflow), 89.8% (compared with FedSA),
69.5% (compared with ASO-Fed), 84.9% (compared with
Port), 90.7% (compared with FedBuff), 92.8% (compared
with AD-PSGD), 71% (compared with DisPFL), 52.2%
(compared with Hrank), 56.3% (compared with FedAP), and

62.8% (compared with HAP) shorter. Finally, as the sparse
training can well reduce the model size, AEDFL corresponds
to much smaller computation costs (up to 42.3% compared
with FedAvg, FedProx, FedNova, SAFA, Sageflow, FedSA,
ASO-Fed, Port, FedBuff, and AD-PSGD, 12.5% compared
with DisPFL, 11.5% compared with Hrank, 6.9% compared
with FedAP, and 13.6% compared with HAP), while the cor-
responding accuracy remains the highest with the shortest
time to achieve target accuracy. Meanwhile, the minimal ad-
vantages of our approach are significant as well with the most
complicated setting (Tiny-ImageNet with ResNet), i.e., 3.1%
higher accuracy, 24.5% faster to achieve target accuracy, and
3.9% smaller computational cost.

We further conduct sentiment analysis experiments on
the IMDb dataset with TextCNN to demonstrate the gen-
erality of AEDFL. As shown in Table 1, the advantages of
AEDFL can be up to 5.3% in accuracy, 64.4% in training
speed and 40.3% in computation costs. The results reveal
that AEDFL can be easily adopted across various tasks.

Furthermore, we carry out the experimentation with
different network bandwidth, multiple values of C.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel Asynchronous Efficient
Decentralized Federated Learning framework (AEDFL),
with three original contributions, i.e., an asynchronous de-
centralized FL system model, a dynamic model aggregation
method consisting of a reinforcement learning-based model
selection method and a dynamic staleness-based weight up-
date strategy, and an adaptive pruning method for sparse
training. We carry out extensive experiments with four mod-
els and four public datasets to demonstrate the significant
advantages of AEDFL in terms of accuracy (up to 16.3%
higher), efficiency (up to 92.9% faster), and computation
costs (up to 42.3% smaller).
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